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grounds her analysis in publicly verifiable facts. The book strikes a
delicate balance between hard fact and delicate perception, the best
tradition of phenomenology and the history of religions. It also
demonstrates how much religions may vary over time. Contributors are
Katherine K. Young, Associate Professor of Religious Studies at McGill
University; Nancy Schuster Barnes, whose Ph.D. is in Sanskrit and Indian
Studies; M. Theresa Kelleher, Assistant Professor of Religion and Asian
Studies at Manhattanville College; Barbara Reed, Assistant Professor of
Religion at St. Olaf College; Denise L. Carmody, Professor and Chair,
Department of Religion, The University of Tulsa. Also Jane I. Smith,
Associate Dean for Academic Affairs and Lecturer in Islamic Studies at
Harvard Divinity School; Rosemary Radford Ruether, Georgia Harkness
Professor of Applied Theology at the Garrett-Evangelical Theological
Seminary; Rita M. Gross, Associate Professor of Comparative Religions at
the University of Wisconsin, Eau Clair.
The Regulation of Religion and the Making of Hinduism in
Colonial Trinidad - Alexander Rocklin 2019-02-07
How can religious freedom be granted to people who do not have a
religion? While Indian indentured workers in colonial Trinidad practiced
cherished rituals, "Hinduism" was not a widespread category in India at
the time. On this Caribbean island, people of South Asian descent and
African descent came together—under the watchful eyes of the British
rulers—to walk on hot coals for fierce goddesses, summon spirits of the
dead, or honor Muslim martyrs, practices that challenged colonial norms
for religion and race. Drawing deeply on colonial archives, Alexander
Rocklin examines the role of the category of religion in the regulation of
the lives of Indian laborers struggling for autonomy. Gradually, Indians
learned to narrate the origins, similarities, and differences among their
fellows' cosmological views, and to define Hindus, Muslims, and
Christians as distinct groups. Their goal in doing this work of subaltern
comparative religion, as Rocklin puts it, was to avoid criminalization and
to have their rituals authorized as legitimate religion—they wanted
nothing less than to gain access to the British promise of religious
freedom. With the indenture system's end, the culmination of this politics
of recognition was the gradual transformation of Hindus' rituals and the
reorganization of their lives—they fabricated a "world religion" called
Hinduism.
Historical Dictionary of Hinduism - Jeffery D. Long 2011-09-09
The Historical Dictionary of Hinduism relates the history of Hinduism
through a chronology, an introductory essay, photos, an extensive
bibliography, and over 1,000 cross referenced dictionary entries on
Hindu terminology, names of major historical figures and movements,
gods and goddesses, prominent temples, terms for items used in Hindu
practice, major texts, philosophical concepts, and more. This book is an
excellent access point for students, researchers, and anyone wanting to
know more about Hinduism.
World Religions & Cults Volume 2 - Bodie Hodge 2016-05-02
Religions of the Far East like Hinduism, Buddhism, and New Age have
been gaining a foothold in the Western world. We even see witchcraft on
the rise and paganism infiltrating the minds of the next generation–even
in Christian homes! Why is that? How can a Christian respond? We
already know how the one true God has responded, and in this title you
will learn: How a Christian can effectively witness for ChristHow to
refute these false religionsWhat it truly is that these religions teach and
why The Christ follower should be set at ease knowing that all other gods
are false as the all-knowing God of Scripture has revealed that He is the
only God. Therefore, this volume dives into these styles of religions and
looks at their origins and their basic tenets as well as why they fall so
short. Understanding the basic tenets of these religions helps the Bible
believer see the flaws in these philosophies. In this way one can better
discern how to be an effective witness for Jesus Christ while standing on
the authority of the Bible.
World Religions - Thomas A. Robinson 2014-11-11

Ethical Perceptions of World Religions - Karama Siṅgha Rājū 2002
Hinduism For Dummies - Amrutur V. Srinivasan 2011-06-15
Your hands-on guide to one of the world's major religions The dominant
religion of India, "Hinduism" refers to a widevariety of religious
traditions and philosophies that havedeveloped over thousands of years.
Today, the United States is hometo approximately one million Hindus. If
you've heard of this ancient religion and are looking for areference that
explains the intricacies of the customs, practices,and teachings of this
ancient spiritual system, Hinduism ForDummies is for you! Provides a
thorough introduction to this earliest and popularworld belief system
Information on the rites, rituals, deities, and teachingsassociated with
the practice of Hinduism Explores the history and teachings of the
Vedas, Brahmans, andUpanishads Offers insight into the modern daily
practice of Hinduismaround the world Continuing the Dummies tradition
of making the world's religionsengaging and accessible to everyone,
Hinduism For Dummies isyour hands-on, friendly guide to this
fascinating religion.
Hinduism - Katy Gerner 2009
Examines the Hindu religion, including its major beliefs, scriptures,
worship practices, and festivals.
World Religions - Jeffrey Brodd 2003
The major religions of the world are a mystery to many high school
teens. Now you can help them unlock the doors of these traditions with
our new text, World Religions: A Voyage of Discovery. The book is an
introductory survey that helps eleventh and twelfth graders understand
the people, dimensions, and religious principles of the world's major
religions. The textbook includes a chapter on each of eleven major world
religions, including Christianity, Islam, Hinduism, Buddhism, Judaism,
and others. The text offers the Catholic perspective on interreligious
dialogue, an overview of basic questions that religions address, and
Ninian Smart's seven dimensions of religion. A glossary and word
pronunciations in each chapter help students learn unfamiliar terms. In
addition, the second edition of this text incorporates the following new
features: a new chapter on modern trends in religion; new, more detailed
maps; a new section on the Aztec religion of Mesoamerica; a sidebar in
each chapter offering examples of the seven dimensions of religion; and
review questions at the end of each chapter.
God Is Not One - Stephen Prothero 2010-09-20
fascinating guide to religion and its place in the world today. In God Is
Not One, bestselling author Stephen Prothero makes a fresh and
provocative argument that, contrary to popular understanding, all
religions are not simply ''different paths to the same God.'' Instead, he
shows that the differences between the major religions are far greater
than we think: they each ask different questions, tackle different
problems, and aim at different goals. God Is Not One highlights the
unique aspects of the world's major religions, with chapters on Islam,
Christianity, Confucianism, Hinduism, Buddhism, Yoruba religion,
Judaism, Daoism and atheism. Lucid and compelling, God Is Not One
offers a new understanding of religion for the twenty-first century.
Encyclopedia of Hinduism - Constance Jones 2006
An illustrated A to Z reference containing more than 700 entries
providing information on the theology, people, historical events,
institutions and movements related to Hinduism.
Women in World Religions - Arvind Sharma 1987-01-01
This is a book by women about women in the religions of the world. It
presents all the basic facts and ideological issues concerning the position
of women in the major religious traditions of humanity: Buddhism,
Christianity, Confucianism, Hinduism, Islam, Judaism, Taoism, and tribal
religions. A special feature of the book is its phenomenological approach,
wherein scholars examine sacred textual materials. Each contributor not
only studies her religion from within, but also studies it from her own
feminine perspective. Each is an adept historian of religions, who
world-religions-hinduism
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This masterful survey of world religions presents a clear and concise
portrait of the history, beliefs, and practices of Eastern and Western
religions. The new edition contains added material and has been revised
throughout. The authors, both respected scholars of world religions, have
over fifty years of combined teaching experience. Their book is
accessibly written for introductory classes, can be easily adapted for oneor two-semester courses, and presents a neutral approach for broad
classroom use. Pedagogical aids include further reading suggestions,
photographs, sidebars, and pronunciation guides. An 800-question bank
of multiple-choice test questions is available to professors through Baker
Academic's Textbook eSources.
Introducing Hinduism - Hillary P. Rodrigues 2016-02-08
Introducing Hinduism, 2nd Edition is the ideal sourcebook for those
seeking a comprehensive overview of the Hindu tradition. This second
edition includes substantial treatments of Tantra, South India, and
women, as well as expanded discussions of yoga, Vedanta and
contemporary configurations of Hinduism in the West. Its lively
presentation features: case studies, photographs, and scenarios that
invite the reader into the lived world of Hinduism; introductory
summaries, key points, discussion questions, and recommended reading
lists at the end of each chapter; narrative summaries of the great epics
and other renowned Hindu myths and lucid explanations of complex
Indian philosophical teachings, including Sankhya and Kashmir Saivism;
and a glossary, timeline, and pronunciation guide for an enhanced
learning experience. This volume is an invaluable resource for students
in need of an introduction to the key tenets and diverse practice of
Hinduism, past and present.
The World's Religions - Arvind Sharma 2010-10-01
This wide-ranging reader combines some of the best and most valuable
contemporary perspectives from leading and significant writers,
teachers, and thinkers who together address critical challenges and
opportunities for the world's religions in a post 9/11 world. Edited by
Arvind Sharma and organized by topic, the essays in this reader consider
broad questions such as, What influence does religion have on
contemporary life? The thematic arrangement of topics includes diverse
religious perspectives on: war, terror, peace, human rights, pluralism,
diversity, gender, spirituality, the interreligious dialogue, international
diplomacy and globalization.
The Compact Guide To World Religions - Dean Halverson 1996-03
Succinct chapters provide an excellent guide to understanding Islam,
Buddhism, Hinduism, Judaism, Taoism, Shintoism, and more.
A Short Introduction to World Religions - Tim Dowley 2018-07-01
This leading textbook for world religions is now available in a more
concise version. Many of the features of Introduction to World Religions
are retained in this volume but with focus on the religious traditions
themselves. The section on religions of antiquity has been removed and
key content in each chapter streamlined to increase accessibility for
students in their study and research of the world's religious traditions.
Known and valued for its balanced approach, this book offers an
arresting layout with rich illustrations. It continues to provide broad
coverage of diverse religions, including indigenous religions, Hinduism,
Buddhism, Jainism, Judaism, Christianity, Islam, Sikhism, and Chinese,
Korean, and Japanese religions. The user-friendly content is enhanced by
charts of religious festivals, historic timelines, updated maps of the
world's religions, and a useful glossary. Both historical overviews and
modern perspectives for each religion are included. This edition includes
several updates made to the new third edition, including a new design, a
new section on women and religion, and a newly revised section on
religions in today's world.
Hinduism - Lynne Gibson 2002
Produced specifically to answer QCA concerns over attainment and
assessment in RE at Key Stage 3, this series balances learning about
religions with learning from religions.
Encyclopedia of the World's Religions - Robert Charles Zaehner 1997
Covers many world religions such as Judaism, Christianity, Islam,
Zoroastrianism, Hinduism, Jainism, Buddhism, Shinto, Confucianism,
Taoism, Sikhism, Dialectical meterialism, etc.
World Religions Made Easy - Paul Carden 2018-09-20
From Islam and Judaism to Jehovah's Witnesses and Mormonism, quickly
get a handle on 30 different belief systems and how they compare to
Christianity with this pocket-sized book In addition to providing basic
outlines of world religions such as Christianity, Hinduism, Buddhism, and
Islam, World Religions Made Easy also compares the key beliefs of each.
Features: Each religion's origin Key writings Key beliefs and practices
Perspective on salvation, the Trinity, and the afterlife Religions included:
world-religions-hinduism
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Scientology Taoism Sikhism Neopaganism & Wicca New Spirituality
World Mission Society of God Branhamism And many more Strengthen
your understanding of Christianity and get practical insight into different
faiths so that you can be a more effective witness. Paul Carden is
executive director of the Centers for Apologetics Research (CFAR), and
author of Christianity, Cults & Religions (over 1 million copies sold ) He
is also former co-host of the nationwide "Bible Answer Man" radio
program. ALSO AVAILABLE IN THE MADE EASY SERIES: Bible Study
Made Easy 9781628623437 The Books of the Bible Made Easy
9781628623420 Understanding the Holy Spirit Made Easy
9781628623444
Hinduism - Nalini Rangan 2017
Hinduism is one of the world's oldest religions. It originated in the beliefs
and practices of various civilizations and cultures that lived in the Indus
River Valley more than 3,000 years ago. Hinduism is also one of the
world's most complex and diverse religions, and its followers, known as
Hindus, have a great variety of core beliefs and revere millions of
different deities. Today, around 1 billion people follow Hinduism, making
it the world's third-largest religion. Most Hindus live in India and Nepal.
This book examines the origins and history of Hinduism, and explores its
sacred textsthe Vedas, Upanishads, and other writings that include
stories, hymns, poems, and rituals on which Hindus base their beliefs.
The book also explores how beliefs differ among Hindu sects, and how
the faith is practiced today. The MAJOR WORLD RELIGIONS series
provides information about six of the most important religious faiths
practiced around the world. More than 75 percent of the world's
populationover 5.2 billion peopleobserves the tenets of one of these six
religions. Each book in the series describes the important beliefs of a
particular religion, along with information about its history, practices,
and rituals. Each title in this series includes color photos throughout, and
back matter including: an index and further reading lists for books and
internet resources, a timeline and organizations to contact. Key Icons
appear throughout the books in this series in an effort to encourage
library readers to build knowledge, gain awareness, explore possibilities
and expand their viewpoints through our content rich non-fiction books.
Key Icons in this series are as follows: Words to Understand are shown at
the front of each chapter with definitions. These words are set in
boldfaced type in that chapter, so that readers are able to refere
World Religions - Ian Barnes 2007
World Religions looks at the history of the world's great faiths, from
those that emerged thousands of years ago to those that have established
themselves in more recent times. It is divided into the following chapters:
Hinduism and Sikhism; Zoroastrianism; Judaism; Buddhism; Christianity;
Islam; Religions of the Far East; and Other Religions. The book looks at
the context in which these religions emerged and as migrations and
military expansionism helped them to become established in certain
regions of the world. World Religions explains the characteristics of each
faith, but also demonstrates the common history that many of them
share. The book also contains maps and plans showing many significant
religious sites around the world, as well as data on how widespread the
various faiths are today. With over 150 maps covering a wide range of
religions over thousands of years, World Religions is a fascinating
account of the diverse range of faiths that have helped shape the history
of mankind. -- from dust jacket.
World Religions - John Bowker 2006
Examines each religion--including ancient Greek, Roman, Norse, and
Celtic religions, Hinduism, Buddhism, Christianity, and nature religions-discussing its history, founder, major deity, beliefs, festivals, and
celebrations.
World Religions - John Bowker 2021-10-12
Baffled by Buddhism? Confused by Catholicism? Mystified by Mysticism?
Discover everything you need to know about the world's major religious
faiths. A compelling and insightful guide for uncovering and
understanding a variety of the world's major religions, this book is the
perfect gift for thinkers, borrowers, religious studies and philosophy
students. Learn new and profound information about a variety of faiths.
In this educational guide, you'll find: • A chapter devoted to each of the
major world religions — Hinduism, Buddhism, Judaism, Christianity and
Islam. • Lesser-known religions and belief systems are covered, offering
a comprehensive overview of faith. • Detailed illustrations and annotated
works of art, and a timeline of religious history. Discover the world's
major religions and other faiths from both the ancient and the modern
world through this insightful guide. Explore over 450 classic works of
religious and devotional art. With sacred texts, epic imagery, key beliefs
and religious artifacts, this educational guide is perfect for libraries,
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classrooms and the bookshelves of those who simply love learning.
World Religions in Practice - Paul Gwynne 2011-09-07
World Religions in Practice introduces five of the world's great religions
– Hinduism, Buddhism, Judaism, Christianity, and Islam – and explores
how they are lived and expressed in custom, ritual, and symbol. A major
new textbook exploring the world's great religions through their
customs, rituals and everyday practices – by focusing on this 'lived
experience' it goes beyond many traditional introductions to religious
studies Adopts a directly comparative approach to develop a greater
understanding of the nature of religion Each chapter engages with an
individual theme, such as birth, death, food, pilgrimage and ethics, to
illustrate how religious practices are expressed Broadens students'
understanding by offering an impartial discussion of the similarities and
differences between each religion Includes chapter-by-chapter opening
themes and summaries, and will be accompanied by a website at
www.blackwellpublishing.com/gwynne featuring additional resources
and study questions.
Christianity and the World Religions - Hans Küng 1993
Spiritual Masters of the World's Religions - Victoria Kennick 2012-12-28
Discusses the notion of a spiritual master and looks at examples in a
variety of world religions. What is a spiritual master? Spiritual Masters of
the World’s Religions offers an important contribution to religious
studies by addressing that question in the context of such themes as
charismatic authority, role models, symbolism, and categories of
religious perception. The book contains essays by scholar-practitioners
on the topic of spiritual masters in Judaic, Christian, Islamic, Hindu,
Sikh, Buddhist, Confucian, and Daoist traditions. It provides a full
spectrum of exemplars, including founders, spiritual masters who
highlight cultural themes, and problematic figures of modern times. To
define spiritual master, the work of Max Weber, Mircea Eliade, Daniel
Gold, and Bruce Lincoln is referenced to provide a balanced notion that
includes both religionist and reductionist perspectives. This book takes
readers from the past spiritual masters to the future of masters of any
sort, posing food for thought about the future of master-disciple
relationships in an emerging age of egalitarian sentiments. Victoria
Kennick is Professor of Humanities at the University of Maryland
University College and the author of Introducing World Religions. Arvind
Sharma is Birks Professor of Comparative Religion at McGill University.
His many books include Hinduism as a Missionary Religion; One Religion
Too Many: The Religiously Comparative Reflections of a Comparatively
Religious Hindu; and Religious Studies and Comparative Methodology:
The Case for Reciprocal Illumination, all published by SUNY Press.
The World's Religions, Revised and Updated - Huston Smith 2009-03-17
The World’s Religions, by beloved author and pioneering professor
Huston Smith (Tales of Wonder), is the definitive classic for introducing
the essential elements and teachings of the world's predominant faiths,
including Hinduism, Buddhism, Confucianism, Taoism, Judaism,
Christianity, Islam, as well as regional native traditions. This revised and
updated edition provides sympathetic descriptions of the various
traditions, explaining how they work “from the inside,” which is a big
reason why this cherished classic has sold more than two million copies
since it first appeared in 1958.
Hinduism - Vasudha Narayanan 2009-08-15
Eighty percent of the almost one billion people living in India today are
Hindu. But Hinduism is practiced and celebrated all over the world.
Understanding Religions: Hinduism explores the history, tradition, and
culture of this religion, from sacred texts and principles, to the people
who practice it today.
What is Hinduism? - Mahatma Gandhi 1994
A selection of Gandhiji s articles drawn mainly from his contributions to
young india, the Harijan and the Navjivan on Hinduism. Written on
different occassions, these articles present a picture of hindu dharma I
all its richness, comprehensiveness and sensitivity to the existential
delimmas of human existence.
The Wiley Blackwell Companion to Hinduism - Gavin Flood 2022-05-23
An accessible and up-to-date survey of scholarly thinking about
Hinduism, perfect for courses on Hinduism or world religions The WileyBlackwell Companion to Hinduism examines the historical trajectories
that have led to the modern religion of Hinduism. Covering main themes
such as philosophy, practice, society, and science, this comprehensive
volume brings together a variety of approaches and perspectives in
Hindu Studies to help readers better appreciate the richness, complexity,
and diversity of Hinduism. Essays by acknowledged experts in the field
present historical accounts of all major traditions, analyze key texts,
world-religions-hinduism
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engage with Hindu theology and philosophy, address contemporary
questions of colonialism and identity, and more. Throughout the text, the
authors highlight the links, common threads, and issues that reoccur in
the history of Hinduism. Fully revised and updated, the second edition of
the Companion incorporates the most recent scholarship and reflects the
trend away from essentialist understandings of Hinduism. New chapters
examine the Goddess tradition, Hindu diaspora, Hinduism and interreligious comparison, Hindu philosophy, and Indian astronomy,
medicine, language, and mathematics. This edition places further
emphasis on the importance of region-specific studies in analyzing
Hinduism, discusses important theoretical issues, and offers fresh
perspectives on current discourse in Hindu society and politics. Provides
a thorough overview of major texts, their histories, and the traditions
that preserve them Describes the major textual traditions in Sanskrit
with examples in different Indian vernacular languages Addresses major
issues and contemporary debates about the nature and study of
Hinduism Discusses the importance of systematic, rational thinking in
Indian sciences, philosophy, and theology Examines key socio-political
themes in Hinduism that are of particular relevance to the modern world
The Wiley-Blackwell Companion to Hinduism, Second Edition is an
excellent text for undergraduate courses on Hinduism in Religious
Studies and Philosophy departments, and an invaluable resource for
scholars and researchers in Hindu Studies.
Hinduism For Dummies - Amrutur V. Srinivasan 2011-07-12
Your hands-on guide to one of the world's major religions The dominant
religion of India, "Hinduism" refers to a wide variety of religious
traditions and philosophies that have developed over thousands of years.
Today, the United States is home to approximately one million Hindus. If
you've heard of this ancient religion and are looking for a reference that
explains the intricacies of the customs, practices, and teachings of this
ancient spiritual system, Hinduism For Dummies is for you! Provides a
thorough introduction to this earliest and popular world belief system
Information on the rites, rituals, deities, and teachings associated with
the practice of Hinduism Explores the history and teachings of the
Vedas, Brahmans, and Upanishads Offers insight into the modern daily
practice of Hinduism around the world Continuing the Dummies tradition
of making the world's religions engaging and accessible to everyone,
Hinduism For Dummies is your hands-on, friendly guide to this
fascinating religion.
Norton Anthology of World Religions - Doniger, Wendy 2015-02-20
This magisterial Norton Anthology, edited by world-renowned scholars,
offers a portable library of more than 1,000 primary texts from the
world’s major religions. To help readers encounter strikingly unfamiliar
texts with pleasure; accessible introductions, headnotes, annotations,
pronouncing glossaries, maps, illustrations and chronologies are
provided. For readers of any religion or none, The Norton Anthology of
World Religions opens new worlds that, as Miles writes, invite us "to see
others with a measure of openness, empathy, and good will..."
Unprecedented in scope and approach, The Norton Anthology of World
Religions: Hinduism brings together over 300 texts from 1500 B.C.E. to
the present, organised chronologically and by region. The volume
features Jack Miles’s illuminating General Introduction—“How the West
Learned to Compare Religions”—as well as Wendy Doniger’s “The Zen
Diagram of Hinduism,” a lively primer on the history of Hinduism in
relation to geography, language, gender, sexuality, class, folk traditions
and the politics of empire.

The Norton Anthology of World Religions - Hinduism - Wendy Doniger
2017-09-26
This groundbreaking new Norton Anthology enables the six major, living,
international world religions to speak to students in their own words.
The Blackwell Companion to Hinduism - Gavin Flood 2008-04-15
An ideal resource for courses on Hinduism or world religions, this
accessible volume spans the entire field of Hindu studies. It provides a
forum for the best scholars in the world to make their views and research
available to a wider audience. Comprehensively covers the textual
traditions of Hinduism Features four coherent sections covering
theoretical issues, textual traditions, science and philosophy, and Hindu
society and politics Reflects the trend away from essentialist
understandings of Hinduism towards tradition and regional-specific
studies Includes material on Hindu folk religions and stresses the
importance of region in analyzing Hinduism Ideal for use on university
courses.
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Encyclopedia of World Religions - Octopus Publishing Group 1975

equip pupils with a deep understanding of religion with ready-made,
flexible and high quality KS3 lessons from Collins. 'Knowing Religion' is
written by an author team of experienced RE teachers and led by series
editor Robert Orme of West London Free School. - Discover the history
and beliefs of Buddhism, Hinduism and Sikhism as well as these religions
in the modern world - Start teaching straight away with Teacher Guide
resources available on Collins Connect, including teaching ideas and
support along with answers to questions in the student books - Give
pupils the grounding they need to excel at GCSE RS - Ignite an interest
in religion through a compelling narrative, fascinating facts and
extraordinary people - Aid pupil memory with a 'knowledge organiser' at
the end of each unit covering key vocabulary, people, places, and dates Spark discussion and assess understanding with questions for each
lesson including longer-form discursive questions to provide extended
writing and essay practice - Each book structured as 16 lessons to offer
flexibility and map onto the school timetable with ease - The 'Knowing
Religion' series also includes resources on Christianity, Judaism and
Islam
World Religions - Jeffrey Brodd 2009
An illustrated introduction to the world's religions, describing the origins
and histories of Hinduism, Buddhism, Taoism, Shinto, Judaism,
Christianity, Islam, and others; and also discussing seven elements
common to religious traditions, which includes experiential, ethical,
ritual, social, and material. Provides chapter review questions.
Hinduism from within and without - Katharina Hüfner 2010-10-06
Seminar paper from the year 2009 in the subject English Language and
Literature Studies - Literature, grade: 1,3, Ernst Moritz Arndt University
of Greifswald (Institut für Anglistik und Amerikanistik), course: India
from within and without: Rudyard Kipling’s Kim & E.M. Forster’s A
Passage to India, language: English, abstract: To be concerned with
Hinduism means to immerse oneself in a world which seems to be so
different from our Western world. The question is why one has this
feeling? Is it just because we combine Hinduism with the Indian
subcontinent and hence a spot on earth which is so far away from us? Is
the great distance the reason why Hinduism feels so exotic? Or is it
rather the way Hinduism appears in comparison with other world
religions? Is the religious praxis the reason for perceiving Hinduism as
far out? Or is it simply the Hindu way of life which seems to be so
unfamiliar? Is it the Hindu society which is so different from other ones?
All these questions can be answered in several different ways. They are
dependent from the perspective one looks at them and which of the
themes mentioned above is going to examined more intensively. The
specific aim of this paper is to depict important aspects of Hindu
religiousness and society in the same breath. There is no focus of either
religion or society. These two aspects should rather be combined. This
means that the paper wants to depict specific facets of Hindu belief and
simultaneously raise the question what this means for the concrete life of
Hindu people. If the effects of religious convictions on human life and
society are examined, it will become possible to draw comparisons to our
Western way of thinking. Under no circumstances will be made
comparison between Christianity and Hinduism or even a two-sided
social criticism. It is rather important to illustrate the different ways of
thinking to show why Hinduism is so fascinating for Western Europeans
and why certain convictions would not work in our society...

Norton Anthology of World Religions - Cunningham, Lawrence S
2015-02-18
This magisterial Norton Anthology, edited by world-renowned scholars,
offers a portable library of more than 1,000 primary texts from the
world’s major religions. To help readers encounter strikingly unfamiliar
texts with pleasure; accessible introductions, headnotes, annotations,
pronouncing glossaries, maps, illustrations and chronologies are
provided. For readers of any religion or none, The Norton Anthology of
World Religions opens new worlds that, as Miles writes, invite us "to see
others with a measure of openness, empathy, and good will..."
Unprecedented in scope and approach, The Norton Anthology of World
Religions: Christianity brings together over 150 texts from the Apostolic
Era to the New Millennium. The volume features Jack Miles’s
illuminating General Introduction—“How the West Learned to Compare
Religions”—as well as Lawrence S. Cunningham’s “The Words and the
Word Made Flesh,” a lively primer on the history and core tenets of
Christianity.

World Religions for Healthcare Professionals - Ernest Bursey 2017
Religious beliefs and customs can significantly shape patients' and
professionals' attitudes toward, and expectations of, healthcare, as well
as their wishes and personal boundaries regarding such daily matters as
dress, diet, prayer and touch. Undoubtedly, the sensitivity with which
clinicians communicate with patients and make decisions regarding
appropriate medical intervention can be greatly increased by an
understanding of religious as well as other forms of cultural diversity.
This second edition of a popular and established text offers healthcare
students and professionals a clear and concise overview of health beliefs
and practices in world religions, including Hinduism, Buddhism, Jainism,
Confucianism, Taoism, Sikhism, Islam, Judaism, and Christianity.
Adopting a consistent structure, each chapter considers the demographic
profile of the community, the religion's historical development, and key
beliefs and practices, including views regarding health and sickness,
death, and dying. Each chapter also ends with a useful checklist of
advice on what to do and what to avoid, along with recommendations for
further reading, both online and in print form. The book's clear and
consistent style ensures that readers with little background knowledge
can find the information they need and assimilate it easily. A brand new
chapter on applications and a set of new case studies illustrating issues
in clinical practice enhance this wide-ranging book's value to students
and practitioners alike.
Hinduism - David R. Kinsley 1993
Examines the Hindu religious tradition, surveying its history and central
beliefs, women's religious experiences, Hindu social structure, and other
topics
World Religions - Tristan Elby 2017-05-15
Provide students with a strong understanding of religion with high
quality, engaging and content-rich resources building a firm foundation
for the new RS GCSE. Deliver a rich, coherent RE course at KS3 and
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